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Exclusive Electron Scattering from Deuterium at High Momentum Transfer
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Cross sections are presented for the reaction2Hse, e0pdn for momentum transfers in the range
1.2 # Q2 # 6.8 sGeVycd2 and for missing momenta from 0 to 250 MeVyc. The longitudinal-transverse
interference structure function has been separated atQ2  1.2 sGeVycd2. The observables are compared
to calculations performed in nonrelativistic and relativistic frameworks. The data are best described by
a fully relativistic calculation.

PACS numbers: 25.30.Fj, 25.10.+s

Quasielastic electron-scattering experiments can be
used to explore single-particle properties of the nucleus.
Until recently, such experiments were performed at
relatively moderate four-momentum transfer squared
(Q2), typically Q2 ø 0.2 sGeVycd2. With the advent of
a new generation of electron-scattering facilities (e.g.,
CEBAF) capable of delivering higher beam energies,
experiments are planned at higher momentum transfer.
These experiments may be sensitive to new phenomena,
for example, the QCD prediction of color transparency
[1] or manifestations of quark-exchange effects [2]. In
order to interpret such new data at highQ2 correctly, the
se, e0pd cross section must be precisely understood in this
kinematic regime.

The analysis of quasielasticse, e0pd experiments has
generally been performed in a nonrelativistic framework,
to facilitate the calculation of nuclear wave functions in

the initial and final states. For the current operator often a
nonrelativistic reduction is used, truncated at lowest order
in pyM, wherep (M) is the proton momentum (mass).
At high Q2 this approximation is invalid since the proton
momentum is not small compared to its mass.

Apart from relativistic ingredients in these, e0pd reac-
tion mechanism, new phenomena may occur due to the
fact that the wavelength of the photon becomes small
[1yQ ø 0.08 fm at Q2  6.8 sGeVycd2] with respect to
the size of the nucleon (krlrms ø 0.8 fm). It is thus not
clear a priori that quasielastic scattering still can be
described in terms of the impulse approximation using
nucleon-meson fields.

It is well known that in the one-photon exchange ap-
proximation the spin-averaged sixfoldse, e0pd coincidence
cross section can be written as [3]
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with ´ sss  f1 1 2q2yQ2 tan2suey2dg21ddd the virtual-photon
polarization. E (Ep) is the electron (proton) energy,Ve

(Vp) is the electron (proton) solid angle,q is the three-
momentum transfer,ue is the electron-scattering angle,K
is a kinematical factor, andf is the angle between the
electron-scattering plane and the reaction plane, defined

by the direction of the momentum transfer and the
knocked-out proton.

For scattering from a stationaryfree nucleon, expres-
sion (1) reduces to the Rosenbluth formula, which de-
pends solely on the longitudinal and transverse structure
functionsWL andWT . The structure functionWLT (WTT )
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arises from the interference of the charge (transverse cur-
rent) term with the transverse current term of the nu-
clear current operator, where transverse refers to the com-
ponents perpendicular to the virtual-photon momentum.
They are zero if the momentum of the knocked-out proton
is parallel to the momentum transfer.

From Eq. (1) it is clear that the value of the
longitudinal-transverse interference structure function,
WLT , can be determined by performing measurements
of the cross section atf  0 and f  p, keeping all
other kinematic quantities constant. To reduce systematic
uncertainties the data are represented in terms of the
asymmetryAf:
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In general a dynamical model is needed to calculate the
nuclear structure functionsWi. In the plane-wave impulse
approximation (PWIA) the cross section factorizes [3]
into a term containing the electron-proton cross section
and a term depending on the nuclear wave function. The
latter term is common to all structure functions, hence
in PWIA the asymmetryAf exclusively depends on the
nucleon current operator.

It has been claimed [4] that already at lowQ2 [ø
0.2 sGeVycd2] relativistic effects may become important
in Af and consequentlyWLT , whereas forWL andWT [5]
the nonrelativistic and relativistic calculations gave about
the same results.

In the present experiment these, e0pd cross section is
measured for quasielastic scattering from the deuteron
for Q2 values between 1.2 and6.8 sGeVycd2 and WLT

for Q2  1.2 sGeVycd2. Exact calculations for realistic
nucleon-nucleon (NN) potentials can be performed for
the two-body system. This allows for an important
benchmark study of these, e0pd quasielastic reaction
mechanism using deuterium. The dependence of the
cross section onQ2 is used to investigate the validity
of the impulse approximation for quasielastic scattering
while WLT has been extracted in order to determine the
importance of relativistic effects in the cross section.

The experiment has been performed using the spectrom-
eters in end station A of the Stanford Linear Accelerator
Center (SLAC) [6]. The electron beam was accelerated to
energies between 2.0 and 5.1 GeV and had a duty factor of
0.02%. The scattered electrons and recoiling protons were
detected in two magnetic spectrometers with a maximum
momentum of 1.6 and 4.5 GeVyc, respectively.

A coincidence time resolution of 0.8 ns (FWHM) was
achieved. Uncertainties (FWHM) are 0.1% for the beam
energy, 0.5 mrad for the angles of the scattered electron
and the knocked-out proton, 9 (28) MeV in missing en-
ergy, and, on average, 10 (45) MeVyc in missing momen-
tum (pm) at Q2  1.2 s6.8d sGeVycd2. The centroid of the
missing-momentum distribution could be determined to

TABLE I. Kinematics for the2Hse, e0pdn measurements.

Q2 Ee E0
e p0 ue up

[(GeVycd2] (GeV) (GeV) (GeVyc) (deg) (deg)

1.20 2.02 1.39 1.28 38.8 35.9250.2
3.06 3.19 1.47 2.45 47.7 27.7
5.00 4.21 1.47 3.54 53.4 19.5
6.77 5.12 1.47 4.49 56.6 15.9

61.3 MeVyc. Details on the experimental setup and the
data analysis can be found elsewhere [1,7].

The kinematics used in the experiment are given in
Table I. The extraction ofWLT from the coincidence
cross section is sensitive to the treatment of radiative
effects. Wassonet al. [8] extended the approach of Mo
and Tsai [9] to describe the radiative effects in these, e0pd
reaction. The soft photon approximation is used, and
proton radiation is included. The procedure has been
extensively tested using1Hse, e0pd data [7].

Figure 1 shows the coincidence cross section, inte-
grated between215 and 25 MeV in missing energy, as
a function of missing momentum [10] forQ2  1.2, 3.1,
5.0, and6.8 sGeVycd2. The systematic error of 8.2%,
which is mainly due to the uncertainty in the detection
phase space (5%), the proton angle (4%), and the radiative
corrections (3%), is not included in the error bars. The

FIG. 1. Cross section for the reaction2Hse, e0pdn as a
function of the missing momentum. The open circles, open
squares, filled circles, and filled squares represent the data
at four-momentum transfer squared of 1.2, 3.0, 5.1, and
6.8 sGeVycd2, respectively.
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curves represent the results of a PWIA calculation, based
on the prescriptionscc1 of de Forest [11] for the off-shell
electron-proton cross section and the Paris spectral func-
tion. The calculations incorporated the acceptance of the
experimental setup using a Monte Carlo code which also
takes radiative effects into account. The curves exceed
the data on average by about10%. Note that a reduction
of the cross section is to be expected due to the final-state
interaction. Reasonable agreement is obtained for allQ2,
and the data are consistent with a description in terms of
the quasifree scattering mechanism.

The reaction mechanism is studied in more detail by
comparing the data to several modern calculations. In
Tjon’s relativistic field theoretical model [12] for the re-
action 2Hse, e0pdn, the Bethe-Salpeter equation is solved
for a one-boson exchange potential. Relativistic and non-
relativistic contributions to the observables are separated
by making a nonrelativistic reduction of the current opera-
tor through a second order Foldy-Wouthuysen [13] trans-
formation and projecting out the positive-energy states of
the proton wave function. The nonrelativistic calculations
of Beck and Arenhövel [14] start from the Schrödinger
equation. Their relativistic calculations include third and
fourth order terms inpyMp in the current operator and
contributions from the boost operator that translates the
initial-state wave function from the laboratory frame to
the center-of-mass frame. In addition, the cross section
has been evaluated using thescc1 prescription [11] and
the Paris two-body potential.

The coincidence cross section for the measurement at
Q2  1.2 sGeVycd2 is shown in Fig. 2. It is seen that the
nonrelativistic calculation of Arenhövel significantly ex-
ceeds the data. The relativistic calculations of Arenhövel
and Tjon and the prescriptionKscc1 give a good descrip-
tion of the cross section, except forpm , 2125 MeVyc
(f  0), where the data have limited statistical accuracy.

We have investigated the influence of theNN poten-
tial on the calculated cross sections using Arenhövel’s
treatment including final-state interaction (FSI), meson-
exchange currents (MEC), and isobar configuration (IC)
contributions. The results forAf using the Paris, Bonn,
Nijmegen, and Argonne V14NN potential differ by less
than 2% for missing momenta below 150 MeVyc and
therefore do not influence our conclusions. In addition,
we studied the influence of the reaction mechanism in
both the Tjon and Arenhövel nonrelativistic and relativis-
tic models. The results in PWIA and distorted wave im-
pulse approximation (DWIA) both with and without MEC
and IC effects affect the cross section by less than6% for
missing momenta below 150 MeVyc and less than 0.04
on Af. Thus, the reaction mechanism appears sufficiently
well behaved to allow a clear interpretation of our data.

Having established that the influence of FSI, MEC,
and IC effects is small, we study the asymmetryAf,
which in PWIA is sensitive to the current operator only.
The asymmetryAf is shown in Fig. 3. The shaded
band indicates the systematic uncertainty, which is mainly

FIG. 2. The fivefold differential cross section for the reaction
2Hse, e0pdn as a function of the missing momentum atQ2 
1.2 sGeVycd2. The upper (lower) curves represent the results
of Tjon (Arenhövel). The dashed (dot-dashed) curves represent
the relativistic (nonrelativistic) PWIA calculations, the solid
curves representKscc1SParis, and the dotted curve represents
the relativistic calculation including FSI, MEC, and IC effects.

due to imperfect knowledge of the kinematics. Only a
small asymmetry is observed at low missing momenta,
since the component of the missing momentum parallel
to the momentum transfer is not negligible. At low
missing momenta the systematic uncertainty obscures
the interpretation of the results. Forjpmj . 70 MeVyc,
the data clearly prefer the relativistic descriptions of
Af over the nonrelativistic descriptions, but within the
uncertainty no preference can be made between the
relativistic models.

It is remarkable that the differences between the various
models are sizable even in PWIA, reflecting the theoreti-
cal uncertainties in the treatment of the off-shell nuclear
current operator. All nonrelativistic calculations yield an
asymmetry that is approximately 4 times smaller than
the relativistic calculations, indicating that an important
ingredient is missing in the nonrelativistic reduction
scheme when applied to theLT interference strength.
Note that scc1 of de Forest also yields a satisfactory
description.

In summary, the present2Hse, e0pdn experiment signifi-
cantly extends the range ofQ2 compared to previous
experiments. It is found that theLT interference structure
function is sensitive to the description of the nuclear
current operator, and especially to relativistic ingredients
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FIG. 3. The asymmetryAf for the reaction2Hse, e0pdn as a function of the missing momentum atQ2  1.2 sGeVycd2 for various
nonrelativistic (upper set of curves labeled NR) and relativistic (lower set of curves labeled REL) models.

of the theory. The relativistic models of Refs. [12] and
[14] give a satisfactory description of the asymmetry,
whereas the nonrelativistic descriptions fail to do so.
Both the Q2 dependence of the cross section and the
asymmetry can be described at the level of 10% in the
PWIA approximation, using thescc1 off-shell prescription
of de Forest and the Paris spectral function for deuterium.
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